Bottom Line Savings
Starting the First Day
Who can benefit by using the multi-carrier CPS?
If the goals for a company's shipping system include
always using the best carrier and service, reducing
shipping mistakes, achieving more powerful carrier rate
negotiations, timely reporting and Improving service to its
customers, CPS can make a difference right away.
CPS users talk about saving on their shippingTake advantage of two types of "bottom line" savings with
CPS. First, the initial CPS price can be thousands less
than other systems. Second, CPS helps make (or
automatically chooses) the best shipping choice:
"We started looking at systems two months ago, finding
that prices ranged from $22,800 to your price. We were
ready to go with a system priced around $8000 when we
heard about Harvey. Although skeptical at first, due to the
low cost, I quickly saw that CPS does not lack power or
ease of operation." Benchmarc Display
"We started using CPS in September. Formerly we used
a free, carrier provided software product. We have
lowered our cost of shipping $0.85 per package for the
4th quarter. This has saved us tens of thousands of
dollars." Health Resources
CPS enhances the customer's experience, tooTo streamline package shipping and provide great
customer service. CPS is ready to help"We started using CPS in March of this year and we have
shipped out over 1,500 packages with no problems. We
send an e-mail out to our customers with the tracking
number, a place to track it, and…with the address the
package was going to, so if we have a shipping problem,
we will know right away. …we are very happy and we can
spend more time selling parts from our website that
receives over 350 e-mails a day for people looking for
parts, not their packages!" Tacoma Nissan Subaru

CPS can do the job for smaller and larger shippersCPS is available in single station and enterprise versions.
Start with the CPS package that fits best. When the
shipping volume grows, it's easy to add CPS stations.
"Currently, the Alibris distribution operation incorporates
six networked CPS workstations. Recently, as the
demand for our wholesale order fulfillment service
increased, we easily migrated several custom Harvey
features to another workstation. The networking
capabilities of CPS also allow us to schedule workflow
efficiently, based on the variable requirements of our
workload." Alibris
"We have CPS up and working with 50-100 shipments a
day and linked it to our other software. We put a number
in and it does it all! Delivery Confirmation, etc. Love it!
Thanks!" Bard Paper
CPS users can count on excellent supportHarvey Software's support staff is dedicated to making
your shipping operation smooth and trouble-free. Support
choices include: toll-free phone support; remote on-line
support; 24 hour Internet help site; excellent on-line,
context-sensitive help; and on-line updates to name a
few.
"Just wanted to drop a quick line to say "thanks" to the
Harvey support people. Although I don't need to contact
them very often, they are prompt to get back to me and
always very helpful, no matter how long it takes to resolve
my problem. Thanks again!!" All State Automotive
CPS - the best experience for your shipping
The goal? Making CPS so good that its users tell us and
others how much it helps their company. CPS users ship
over 180 million packages per year. As small business
shipping specialists, we know it's a world of choices.
Every day, shippers tell us they are glad they chose CPS.

"Let me say this: "YOU ROCK!!!" Thanks for getting this done so quickly. If only
the rest of the world moved as fast." AGCO

-------------------------------------------"I love and appreciate the CPS and just could not manage my business without it."
A2Z Uniforms, Inc.
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